Abstract-We consider the shot noise process, whose associated impulse response is a decaying power-law kernel of the form
I. INTRODUCTION "
HOT noise can be viewed as the output of a linear memoryless filter excited by a Poisson point process. When the density of the Poisson points is much greater that the characteristic time duration of the impulse response function, based on Central Limit Theorem, the amplitude of the shot noise becomes Gaussian [6] , [14] . If the filter has a hyperbolically decaying impulse response, however, the resulting process, referred to as powerlaw shot noise, can violate the conditions of the Central Limit Theorem and lead to amplitude distributions that are not Gaussian. The power-law shot model appears in a large number of applications in engineering and physics [14] . It is usually used to model returns from a volume of spatially and temporally distributed scatterers, where the medium attenuation can be modeled as a power-law function. It has been shown to describe well radar returns (see [17] and references therein), and also echoes obtained from ultrasound imaging of tissues [10] , [11] . In the latter case the power-law exponent has been proposed as tissue characterization feature. In [14] the power-law shot noise model was shown to be an appropriate model for fields produced by Cherenkov radiation arising from a random stream of charges particles.
Let 
be a power-law shot noise process, where 
where g is a real number and
is the unit step function. Equivalently, (1) can be viewed as the response of a linear system with impulse response as defined in (1) . In [14] it was shown that the process given by (1) with , has a s ¥ U -type spectrum 1 , while for g v , the instantaneous amplitude of the process is -stable distributed. In the latter case, power spectrum is not defined.
We here also consider the same kind of filtered Poisson model. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
We show that, in addition to the regime have not been studied before. We show that, although the process is not -stable, pairs of its samples become jointly -stable as the distance between them tends to infinity.
We show that
, in a sense which will be defined hereafter.
In the next Section, relevant probabilistic background are given. In Section III the instantaneous statistical characteristics of the power law shot noise model are derived when g v . Joint statistics are studied in Section IV where long-memory properties of the process are also exhibited. Section V provides simulations illustrating these results. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. PROBABILISTIC BACKGROUND
A.
-Stable Distributions
(1D) -stable distributions are typical heavy-tailed distributions with characteristic functions given by:
with r s $ ' u t 
B. Long Memory Processes
A second-order process
is called a (wide-sense) stationary process with long memory, or long-range dependence, if its autocorrelation function,
. ¿From (10) , it can be seen that a long-memory process is characterized by an autocorrelation that decays hyperbolically, as the lag · increases. This is in contrast with the exponential decay corresponding to short memory processes, e.g. ARMA.
Processes with long-memory have been used in hydrology, geophysics, biophysics, biology, and econometry (see [21] , [3] and references therein). Recent high definition network traffic observations reveal another important application of longmemory processes (see [13] , [20] , [2] and references therein).
-stable processes have been used to model economical variables [15] , impulsive communication noise [17] , Ethernet traffic [22] . There are many applications where long-range dependence and impulsive behavior appear together.
-stable and long-memory processes, such as linear fractional stable noise which corresponds to the increments of the linear fractional stable motion [19] , have been proposed in modeling of network traffic [12] , infrared scene modeling [8] , and heart-beat interval increments [18] .
The following generalization of the concept of long memory process can be useful for non necessarily -stable processes:
be a stationary process. We say that
is is a long-memory process in a generalized sense, if
as defined above is such that
where Ã is some real constant and is the kernel defined in (2). Proposition 1: If we assume that
the log-characteristic function of the random variable 
is the Gamma function and
2) If 
As each
is uniformly distributed in
(conditionnally on ì ) the above equation becomes: 
Poisson points in
, the characteristic function of
is given as:
Recognizing the term in brackets as an exponential we get:
Letting ë go to infinity we get (convergence in distribution):
provided that the two integrals can be interchanged in the above expression. As a result of Fubini's theorem, this can be proved to be satisfied in the two cases studied below, when (14) is satisfied.
Substituting (2) into (25) the log-characteristic function becomes:
Throughout the proof, boldface characters will be used to denote random variables.
1)
where is defined in (16) . Eq. (27) implies that the process
is nonstationary, since its characteristic function depends on
is asymptotically stationary. For large & the log-characteristic function can be written as:
The integral of (28) involving the cosine exists and has a closed form as long as
, while the one involving the sine exists and has closed form as long as
, thus both integrals exist, and (28) equals:
Comparing (29) to (4) .
In the subsequent discussion we: 1. Focus on the shot noise case with symmetrically distributed can be considered stationary. The non-stationarity of the process of (13) . In other words, the random form. This asymptotic property is stated in the following proposition:
) be the process defined in (13) 's symmetrically distributed, and
satisfying Assumption (14) . Then, the asymptotic joint log-characteristic function (resp. the joint logcharacteristic function)
) is such that:
with à as defined in (17) .
Proof:
We detail the proof for the process
. Proceeding similarly to the proof of Proposition 1 and assuming
where
and
Taking into account the symmetry of the pdf
we get:
The limit of
can be derived as follows:
where the form of . Thus, we have
it holds:
where in the last step it was used that
Based on (40) and (42) we get:
Going back to (38) we conclude that:
Substituting (44) and (37) in (36) we get (31). The resulting expression is also valid when
, as a consequence of the relation: (resp.
) is not defined, but following (9), it would be interesting to know how
behaves as · is becoming increasingly large. Furthermore, as pointed out earlier, for g s the process
is a long-memory one, in the sense that it has a power-law spectrum [14] . When the power spectrum does not exist. In that case, however, we can still characterize the process as a long-memory one in the sense of Definition 1. Indeed, as it will be shown next, the function § $ · ( is asymptotically power-law.
) be the process defined in (13) defined by (46) is such that
where Ã is a real constant.
Using the same notations as previously, consider
which is also the log-characteristic function of
In the sequel we derive expressions for 
Using Formula (58) in Appendix 1, we get:
Furthermore, as 
For the second term, we have according to (38)
The integral
is calculated in Appendix 2. Combining Eq. (82) in this appendix with (54) leads to
The result follows from the relation existing between and g .
Note that Assumption (47) is satisfied by numerous common probability distributions, e.g. Gaussian, uniform and Laplacian distributions.
V. SIMULATIONS RESULTS
In this section we validate the theoretical findings based on simulated power-law shot noise.
Filtered Poisson processes were simulated according to (13) , where the , of length x each were generated. Each realization was obtained based on the MATLAB script given in Table I . One such realization is shown in Fig. 1 . To verify the -stable nature of the data, Fig. 2 provides the Q-Q plot of the normalized data (their spread parameters are 1) and corresponding Based on each realization, the parameter was estimated, and compared to the value given by (16) . The methods used for the estimation of were the Kogon's characteristic function method [9] , and the quantiles based method [16] . Figures 3 (a),(b) illustrate the true (indicated by "o") versus estimated . The mean over the 50 simulations is indicated by "*" and the standard deviation is indicated by vertical bars. Figure 3 suggests that the of the simulated process is very close to the one given by (16) .
Another set of simulations was conducted for (as defined by (46)) of the simulated process corresponding various g 's was also estimated. The log-log function plot of various realizations corresponding to different g 's, is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The power-law appearance of the graphs support Proposition 3. Based on the experiments conducted, when g was large, the slope of a line fitted to the loglog plot was found to be very close to the value suggested by (48). For the case of 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We considered the power-law shot noise process and studied its instantaneous and joint statistics. For the power-law exponent in the range the power-law shot noise can also be used to synthesize impulsive time series with longrange dependence. The latter application is of great interest to applications such as modeling of data network traffic, infrared scenes, heart-beat interval increments, just to name a few. . We calculate
where the first integral in (57) can be found in [1] . Taking into account that
, and using the power series representation of á $ É q t a q è (
[1] we get: 
By considering the following series expansions
we can write :
with:
Let us first study the term . We have
and the latter function is integrable over
since it is bounded around 0 and
). This allows us to interchange the summation and integral in (63). A similar result holds for the term
. So, we obtain:
q s e h . We have
After the variable change: , it is straightforwardly proved that
Using Assumption (47) in combination with (72) and (71), we can prove that
We will now concentrate on the integrals related to the first term of each of the expressions (66) and (68). We have 
The integral corresponding to the first term of
is more intricate. It can be expressed as
Furthermore, as
is upper bounded by
which is integrable over
Combining (66), (68), (73), (74), (76), (77) and (80), we get
Finally, we have 
